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Abstract 

This paper makes a detailed analysis of the characteristics, problems and solutions of the 
clothing design network, expounds its development prospects, and focuses on the specific 
analysis of the solutions to the problems of the clothing design network. Nowadays people 
like to give gifts at any time. Gift giving has become a fashionable form of self-expression. At 
present, the sales of traditional clothing and jewelry are more and more sluggish, and the 
development of e-commerce makes the online shopping population more and more large. 
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1. Clothing Accessories and Clothing Accessories Culture 

1.1 Concept of Clothing Accessories 

Clothing accessories, also known as gifts, are usually gifts between people. Its purpose is to please the 

recipient, or to express goodwill, respect, etc. Clothing accessories are also used in celebrations, 

meetings or important days, such as birthday clothing accessories, valentine's day chocolate, teachers' 

day clothing accessories are not to be given. Clothing accessories can also be immaterial. Since ancient 

times in China, there has been a saying that "sending goose feather from a thousand miles away is 

always considerate", which indicates that the value of clothing accessories lies in the goodwill and 

mood of the giver, rather than the value of clothing accessories themselves. As the product of dress act 

the role ofing article, it often had the characteristic that common people likes but does not give up 

oneself to buy. Gift giving is a kind of emotional investment, which can shorten the emotional distance 

between people and facilitate People's Daily communication. 

At the same time, clothing accessories is also a kind of advertising, a kind of publicity, appropriate 

clothing accessories can set up a deep impression in the minds of customers. Clothing accessories is 

the core of etiquette culture, is the people in order to express respect or celebrate the gift of goods, is 

the carrier of feelings. 

1.2 Clothing and Jewelry Culture 

For thousands of years, the Chinese people, under the influence of the rites of the duke of zhou and the 

teachings of Confucius and mencius, have always advocated reciprocity. The book of rites, the book of 

rites, says, "propriety requires reciprocity. It is not propriety not to give but to receive, nor propriety to 

give but not to receive. This is the Chinese understanding of ritual. 

As early as the spring and autumn period, our country began to advocate etiquette. In the eastern han 

dynasty, cao cao presented guan yu with a red rabbit horse, which was brought by dong zhuo from 

xiliang. Dong zhuo gave the horse to lu bu, a young general, in order to win him over. After lu bu got 

the horse, he killed his master, ding yuan, and went to dong zhuo's house to be his adopted son. Later, 

the horse followed lu bu to his greatest glory. But in the baimenlou, because of liu bei's words, cao cao 
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killed lu bu, red rabbit BMW also went to cao cao. Also by chance, guan yu temporarily took refuge 

with cao cao in order to protect liu bei's two ladies. Cao cao cherished guan yu's talents very much. 

Also want to imitate dong zhuo "BMW gives hero". But guan yu was not lu bu after all, he accepted the 

red rabbit, but also in order to find liu bei more quickly. From then on, red rabbit horse and green 

dragon crescent moon blade became the representative image of guan yu. When guan yu lost maicheng, 

was killed by wu, red rabbit horse for ma zhong income. But this time it is no longer obedient to follow 

the new master, hunger strike and death, followed the old Lord guan yu and went. 

Up to now, advocating etiquette has already formed a kind of culture. With the passage of time, as the 

material core of this culture - clothing accessories, also changing with each passing day. In the 21st 

century, the development of the Internet has brought large-scale changes to clothing and jewelry. From 

the content to the form, more and more varieties of clothing and jewelry are emerging, and more novel 

and practical clothing and jewelry are emerging. Clothing accessories sales channels are becoming 

more and more broad, only a mouse point, there are everywhere for the choice of clothing accessories. 

Clothing accessories have become a necessary means to maintain interpersonal relationships. Different 

ages, different historical backgrounds, clothing accessories also have different. 

2. Division of clothing accessories and clothing accessories market 

2.1 Market of Birthday Clothes and Accessories 

Take birthday clothes and accessories as an example. According to the latest census data, China's 

population has passed the 1.33 billion mark by April 2011, and the population will continue to grow 

steadily for a long time to come. According to newborn statistics, the birth rate of newborn babies in 

China was 12.08 percent in 2011, which means the number of people celebrating their birthday each 

year is increasing. 

In China, almost two-thirds of the people have a birthday celebration every year. In a country with such 

a large population, nearly 4 million people celebrate their birthdays every day on average, and there are 

nearly 2.4 million birthday celebrations every day. The average birthday each time 15 friends and 

relatives to gift, each day alone birthday clothing accessories more than 24 million copies; Each person 

each time the average purchase of 200 yuan of clothing accessories, birthday clothing accessories 

every day to send a huge value of 4.8 billion yuan. 

2.2 Festival Clothing and Accessories Market 

China is one of the cradles of human civilization and a world-renowned country of etiquette. For 

thousands of years, Chinese people have been advocating reciprocity. No matter in traditional festivals, 

western festivals, or legal festivals, more and more people advocate giving gifts, clothing and 

accessories are no longer optional, but necessary in festivals. 

2.3 Traditional Festivals 

As an ancient civilization with a cultural history of 5,000 years, China's major traditional festivals 

include the Spring Festival, Lantern Festival, qingming festival, Dragon Boat Festival, Mid-Autumn 

festival, double ninth festival, laba and so on. In the traditional festival, people visit friends and 

relatives, family happiness, are indispensable gifts. 

2.4 Western Festivals 

Nowadays, China is becoming more and more open. As a western civilization, western festivals are 

more and more popular in China, such as western valentine's day, father's day, mother's day, 

Thanksgiving Day, Christmas day and so on. In these festivals, a lot of people are worn painstakingly, 

act the role of article convey affection with dress. 
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2.5 Statutory Holidays 

China is also a lot of statutory holidays, New Year's day, labor day, children's day, teachers' day, 

National Day, etc., every year there will be rich commemorative activities, activities will inevitably be 

commemorated clothing accessories. 

Chinese people will meet every festival, when the festival gifts, which makes the festival clothing 

jewelry market has unlimited business opportunities. 

2.6 Commercial Clothing and Accessories Market 

Competition is getting fiercer and fiercer, cooperation is the most important way. In China, where 

interpersonal and public relations are the bond, gift giving is one of the essential natures. In modern 

commercial economy, emotional investment in business partners, target customers, customers and 

resource controllers is inevitable, which creates a new market -- business clothing and jewelry market. 

3. Characteristics of Clothing Design Network 

Apparel accessories is an emerging consumer goods industry, with the rapid development of the 

economy, the development of apparel accessories industry has attracted more and more attention from 

all aspects, especially now the rapid rise of e-commerce society, clothing design network profit is 

more high. From the perspective of the current clothing design network, after a period of development, 

the possibility of complete product similarity will be relatively reduced, will gradually form their own 

characteristics in the process of development 

3.1 Late Start and Fast Development 

Compared with the world, China's online clothing and jewelry industry started late, but it develops at 

an amazing speed and has its own unique advantages, which mainly relies on the pull of the domestic 

and foreign markets. It can be asserted that with the continuous development of e-commerce, the future 

of clothing design network will be a great. 

3.2 Mixed and Non-Standard 

Now the online clothing and jewelry industry has not been in a relatively stable state, most of them do 

not have their own brands, all kinds of clothing and jewelry are slightly involved, there is no specificity. 

Almost all clothing accessories have been copied or are being copied, the lack of a certain degree of 

standardization. 

3.3 Diversified Clothing and Jewelry, with Many Brands and Choices 

In the ever-changing modern, simple clothing accessories have been unable to meet the fantastic 

consumer. Individual character dress is acted the role of article will be the favorite of dress design net 

henceforth. More and more online clothing and jewelry brands appear in front of people's eyes, but 

there is no popular clothing and jewelry brand in China's clothing design network. No matter consumer 

has what demand to be able to satisfy, the dress that can offer a choice is acted the role of much, cannot 

count lift. 

3.4 Convenient 

The traditional pattern of gift giving makes a lot of people feel embarrassed, the dress that oneself 

choose meticulously adorn article others may not need really, in addition, the dress adorn article of the 

big packet when giving a gift is not easy to carry, too make public. The emergence of the Internet 

solves these problems. More and more consumers like to buy clothes and ornaments and give gifts to 

their friends through the Internet when the festival comes. People habitually log on some C2C and B2C 

websites to find suitable clothes and accessories, such as taobao, dangdang, paipai and amazon. These 

C2C and B2C websites are cheap and fine, and the electronic payment method is safe and fast, and the 

logistics method does not cost consumers time, which is the reason why they have won the trust of 
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consumers. Clothing design network is precisely the opportunity to provide a convenient way to buy 

for busy people. 

3.5 Low Degree of Specialization and Scale 

The professionalization and low scale of the clothing and jewelry industry is a recognized problem. 

More than half of the clothing and jewelry industry are small online shops with low turnover and lack 

of personnel. In recent years, the clothing and jewelry industry has developed rapidly. Compared with 

previous years, the size and personnel of the clothing and jewelry industry are much larger. Apparel 

jewelry industry from a lower entry threshold into the decision to reduce the size, flexible operation of 

the large number of small online shops. The disadvantage of small online stores is that they are not 

suitable for the modern market development trend, and it is difficult to create their own brand. 

3.6 Irregular Market Operation 

At present, there is no formal industry standard in the clothing and jewelry industry, and the 

competition in the online market is very fierce. In the process of operation, there will be a lot of 

non-standard competition or unclear intellectual property rights. A lot of website of dress act the role 

of taste are in service respect the problem is not solved in time while still make an issue of on the price, 

go with quality not so good product shoddy, this is the behavior that is opposite consumer absolutely 

extremely irresponsible. This not only seriously damaged the image of the website, but also affected 

the image of the entire industry. Know that this kind of behavior can only bring benefits to the site in a 

short time, can not bring any benefits to the site's long-term growth. 

Another manifestation of non-standard operation of the clothing and jewelry industry is low credibility. 

During a period of time earlier, the phenomenon of customer service personnel transferring orders 

without authorization appeared in the clothing and jewelry industry. This phenomenon will let the site 

management do not believe in their own website staff, so led to the clothing jewelry industry appears 

some very abnormal behavior, a large number of family websites appear in the clothing jewelry 

industry. Since the technology required by the garment and jewelry industry is not very high and the 

threshold for entry is low, this phenomenon has existed in the industry for a long time. 

3.7 The R&D Ability of Online Technicians Is Poor 

Most of the employees in the clothing and jewelry industry are not highly educated, because in the 

early stage of the clothing and jewelry industry, the required technology is not very high, relying on 

unique channels and sales skills. There is no need for highly educated and professional technicians to 

meet the growing needs of the modern market to some extent. Modern office tools are required when 

dealing with customers. As the management level of an enterprise, it needs basic enterprise 

management ability, marketing ability and so on. As the core of the design staff, must have 

professional design, color appreciation and other professional knowledge. And it may take a lot of 

time for today's clothing and jewelry stores to achieve that. 

3.8 Weak Awareness of Intellectual Property and Serious Counterfeiting 

Apparel jewelry industry for new products launched with high frequency requirements, products to 

have a novel idea to win the market, but the technical content is not high, which makes it easy to 

counterfeit. Nowadays, there will be more and more counterfeits after several days when new products 

appear in the society, especially there are no restrictions on the Internet, and the counterfeiting 

technology is getting higher and higher. In today's society, most products have been or are still being 

copied. The reasons for this are as follows: 

1) unsound hidden consciousness 

2) the website itself has a poor awareness of intellectual property protection 

3) the product brand patent application time is long. 
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4. Solutions to the Problems of Clothing Design Network 

4.1 Specialization and Scale Are the Only Way for the Development of Clothing Design 

Network 

Clothing design network itself for specialization, low scale should actively think out a more feasible 

method. For example, to create a unique product brand, personalized clothing accessories, etc. As far 

as possible to adapt to the modern market, in order to achieve better development. However, as an 

industry, there must be several large leading enterprises, so as to stabilize the structure of the clothing 

and jewelry market. But at present our country's clothing design network has decided to go 

professional, professional roughly has three advantages, first, can reduce the degree of competition; 

Second, the limited power can be put into a specific field, so that can be done less but better; Third, a 

commodity economy in line with modern production. Scale is the most lack of domestic clothing 

accessories market. But with the development of the economy, some small shops are also constantly to 

the large, modern clothing accessories mall development, and have a strong sense to create their own 

brand, so that their brand can go to the world. 

4.2 Standardize Market Operation 

If the online clothing and jewelry industry wants to turn around from the non-standard operation, it 

must have a more detailed and professional division of labor, form its own characteristics, and take the 

road of modern management. Poor service attitude has long been one of the most serious problems in 

the industry, which should constantly improve the taste of service. Start with the details and work on 

every little piece. Receive and deal with complaints of consumers, and adhering to the "customer is 

god", only by continuously improving the quality of service, can always meet the needs of consumers. 

In view of another non-standard performance of clothing jewelry industry -- low credibility, the 

relevant departments should also develop a set of operable norms for the clothing jewelry industry. 

4.3 Improve the R&D Ability of Online Technicians 

R & d personnel are the main body of technological innovation, and their work achievements directly 

affect the efficiency and competitiveness. To improve the r&d ability of the staff is to pay attention to 

the growth of the subordinates, and the most important thing is to motivate the subordinates. Proper 

training can improve the ability of r & d personnel. First, set up a study group for r & d personnel; 

Second, regular special topic free discussion on a technical problem, experiments, draw the conclusion 

of the discussion and experimental results; Third, the conclusions and results are applied to the 

research and development work. This can not only satisfy the knowledge sharing of r & d personnel, 

but also extract useful knowledge. 

4.4 Improve the Awareness of Intellectual Property and Guard Against Counterfeiting 

In view of the website of the relevant personnel for product intellectual property protection awareness 

is not strict. Relevant personnel should be trained in intellectual property rights to cultivate their 

awareness of the protection of their own products. The relevant departments of the state should also 

introduce measures to protect the intellectual property rights related to the garment and jewelry 

industry as soon as possible. Laws and regulations need to be perfect, although our country has formed 

the national costume jewelry chamber of commerce, but I'm gate chamber of commerce of 

organization to the enterprise and has the power to execute, since set up garment accessories chamber 

of commerce organizations, should make it into work as soon as possible, garment accessories 

industry these four issues, though there is already a long time, want to fundamentally solve the need to 

spend a lot of time, manpower and material resources, but through continuous efforts, these problems 

will no longer be a problem. 
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5. Conclusion 

With the rapid development of China's economy and the consumer's consumption level is further 

improved through the analysis of the clothing design network layer by layer. On behalf of the new 

elements of the clothing design network development will become more huge, clothing jewelry sales 

will be rapidly increased, which provides the best incubation soil for the e-commerce clothing jewelry 

market to flourish. In this way, we can be sure that this is a market worth exploring. When this market 

is still in chaos, we should seize this opportunity decisively and try to occupy a place in this market. 

Now the clothing design network's development prospect is very considerable.  
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